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What Isn't NASA Telling Us?Since the beginning of time, man looked up into the sky and saw the

red planet. We drew pictures of Mars on cave walls, we wrote songs, and we built complex

structures to map it in the sky.Humans are drawn to MarsCall it an obsession, or an attraction, or a

quest for knowledge, humankind has always been drawn to Mars. Facts and Questions about the

Red Planet, Panspermia and HumansHave you ever wondered why humans are the only mammals

to suffer from skin cancer? Is it possible we evolved on a planet where the sun was much weaker?

Why haven't any of the rovers gone to any of the pyramid-like formations?Mars: What Isn't NASA

Telling Us?Grab your copy now and don't forget to claim your bonus video in the conclusion!
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There are so many holes in the authors thinking that I couldn't begin to cover them all. My favorite is

how humans aren't adapted to live in sunlight. Let's forget for a minute that whole vitamin D thing

which took who knows how long to evolve. The author completely glosses over the fact that up until

recently our ancestors were cover in hair. We lost our fur coats in the blink of an eye, in evolutionary

terms, so I see no conflict with the fact that our skin hasn't caught up yet.The author also claims that



humans are the recipients of 223 extra, 'alien' genes. Well I googled the issue, and sure enough, I

got tons of hits saying that this is indeed so. Unfortunately, it's the quality of the hits that...um...smell

of bovine fecal matter. If you look at sites that deal exclusively with the SCIENCE of genetics, you

don't find much support for this notion....and no, I don't see a conspiracy of silence here.Anyway,

that's my take on this book. I got it through KU, so I don't feel ripped off, but I can't possibly

recommend it.

Get your tin foil hat ready if you are going to read this book. It glibly states some controversial

theories as facts such as the claim that alien bacteria were grown in the Allen Hills meteorite. (Most

likely Antarctic soil bacteria by the way). I have no issue with crazy theories. Who knows some of

the theories presented may yet have a grain of truth in them (unlikely in this reality). My issue with it

is that it glibly pronounces all of this stuff as fact. It mixes EriCh Avon Daniken style pyramids on

Mars and the ancients met our ancestors, Not sure if the author is claiming that all Earth life comes

from Mars or just humans. By all means write a conspiracy book but atleast craft it as a series of

unanswered question rather than serious facts. Poor effort

If you are interested about the red planet which is Mars? Then this book will give you insights about

it. NASA have so many secrets in it and they do not share it to the world. There are so many

unexplained mysteries about. For sure, within you there are so many questions that you wanted to

ask. In this book we are going to learn many things. Such a wonderful book for everyone to read

and gain knowledge.

This is a great book because it states why some people like the author believes that the first home

of human is the Mars. Just want to know the facts and differences they are telling. I still don't believe

this because God says that the real and the only home for us people is the planet Earth. Some facts

are true in this book :) I enjoyed reading this. But still Earth is the best planet :)

This Book reveals about the secrets and many theories made my NASA. This book try to convince

about MARS being humanâ€™s first Home. Some of the popular facts like Did life begin on Mars

and than evolve to Earth, History of Panspermi, Why NASA refuses to tell us why the Mayans

validate life origin in mars, The alien theory and many more. Nice and interesting read.

I love to dismiss conspiracy theories but the arguments and discussion in this book have converted



me into a believer that NASA aren't being honest what they release to the public about Mars. Read

this book to find out the truth about Mars

What Isn't NASA Telling Us? This is such an intriguing question. This made me more interested in

grabbing this book. Mars has always been a mysterious subject that has been challenging the

minds of people nowadays. There is always that thing that draw us to Mars. This book has further

explained "it." This book will excite anyone's curiosity and will trigger his imagination. Very effective.

I enjoyed this short essay and could not dispute that microbes or at least organic base material

could be transferred from Mars to Earth by meteorites. It would be a stretch though for me to believe

that essential borax was mined on Mars and transported by 20 mule-team wagons driven by old

Mayans. Still, it's a strange world; who knows. Again, this was very entertaining, my thanks to the

author.
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